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Thanks Again

I look back at the end of the year in
thanks to the people who have helped
make my riding possible, and enjoyable.
In my current status as a Good
Sport Award rider, each time I
mount up is significant, and the
people who help me do that are
important to me.
Kristin takes care of David all
week, and when she offers to watch
him on the weekend so I can ride
it’s a gift from heaven. I thank her
for her work in raising our son and
for thinking of me as well.
Gary Oleson spent a lot of time
with me and my bikes back in his
mechanical heyday. He doesn’t
spend nearly so much time wrenching
these days, but as a friend, riding supporter and font of technical wisdom he
has kept me going with a bike that either
doesn’t need as much TLC as the last, or
doesn’t get ridden enough to break down.
Sandia BMW has rescued me more than
once, literally and figuratively, and I’m
grateful for the people there.
They are always willing to give
unbiased advice, despite being a
cog in BMW’s corporate wheel,
and go to bat for me when I
need support from corporate
Munich. Jim, John, Ben, Ryan
and the rest are a great bunch of
guys to have at your back when
your pushing the limits of your
machine.
And last but not least, I’m

truly grateful for the connections I’ve
made in the club. As a source of friendship and encouragement I’ve always
gotten all the kudos I need to keep up the
monthly labor of producing this newsletter (for about 15 years
now!). I’ve always
found the motorcycle
community the best
source of unconditional
friends to be found, and
the LOE BMW R certainly exemplifies this.
Thanks to all of you,
and I hope to see you
on the road next year!
David Wilson, editor

News from
the Land of
Enchantment
BMW Riders

Watch David grow
before your very
eyes – and become the
consummate motorhead
at the same time. He
has become a track day
regular and squidly
motorcyclist on his
own hooligan Italian
sportbike. Look out
Valentino Rossi!

www.nmbmwmc.org
BMW MOA Charter #123
BMW RA Charter #81

Roadrash Rides Again!
And Again And Again And Again And Again And Again And Again And Again

photos by Dean Jones,
Sandia BMW
We know Dean Jones
as the Sales Manager at
Sandia BMW. Heck, most
of us have bought a bike
due to his magic tongue.
But he’s also a hard-core
trail rider and never one
to turn away from a long
trip aboard his deckedout GS Adventure. The
Message Board is full of
his trips, documented exhaustively by
him and his posse. Here are just a couple:
a honeymoon trip to the West Coast with
the new Mrs. Roadrash, and a dirt foray
in the Magdalena area with some of his
crew. If you can’t get enough vicarious
riding in the dirt and want to spend time
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with somebody who really
gets away from it all, spend
some time checking out
his trip reports on the club
web site. It will make you
dirty just looking!
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L OE BM W R On the Road
December

Sunday

Join the LOE
BMW Riders
Yearly dues are $25. For
more information or to
pay:
Land of
Enchantment BMW
Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095
www.nmbmwmc.org
or contact
Timothy SanchezBrown, (505) 328-2413,
tsbabq@gmail.com
Note Concerning the
Calendar
You are strongly
encouraged to check the
Message Board and the
Calendar (http://calendar.loebmwr.com/) on
the web site before any
event, to be apprised
of any last-minute
changes. You’ll also find
impromptu rides posted
there (and you can
suggest and post your
own!), and reviews and
opinions on club activities as they happen.
Isn’t the internet a wonderful place?
All stories © by the
individual authors, used
by permission.
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Last Minute Changes
As always, while event information is
posted in the Shaft, there may be last
minute changes, which will be reflected
on the Message Board. If you cannot visit
the Message Board, the ride contact person can notify you of changes.
Check the Web Site
All information will be posted to the
Calendar, which is located under “Events”
on the left side of our Home Page.
On Any Sunday
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at
Milly’s on Jefferson just North of San
Antonio. Meet between 7:30 and 8:30 am.
Sunday, December 5
Traveling Breakfast
So now we go south to where it is bound
to be warmer…hopefully quite a bit
warmer. We are traveling to Henrietta’s
in Las Lunas, at 740 South Main
St. Eating starts at 8:30 am. Contact:
cdavidhudson@yahoo.com
Saturday, December 11
Christmas Party
RSVP’s a must!
11 am to 3 pm at Zea Rotisserie Grille
and Restaurant, 4800 Montgomery St.
Cash bar, great food, no music, great
company, lots of lie swapping. Contact:
cdavidhudson@yahoo.com
Sunday, January 2
Traveling Breakfast
What better way to celebrate than to
enjoy a delicious breakfast at the beautiful National Hispanic Cultural Center
at 4th and Cesar Chavez also known as
Bridge St SW at 9 am, when the restaurant opens. The restaurant entrance faces

Cesar Chavez is not that visible from the
street, but once you ride into the parking lot you will spot the entrance to La
Fonda Del Bosque on the South facing
side of the building. I received nothing
but positive comments from our visit
last year so let’s do it again. Contact:
cdavidhudson@yahoo.com
What News There Is
Changes to Membership Renewal
The membership present at the fall business meeting voted to simplify club
membership renewal and return to the
previous method of offering membership
that coincides with the calendar year.
Effective at the end of this year (2010),
all memberships will expire December
31, 2010 and will need to be renewed in
January to be effective for the entire 2011
calendar year. New memberships received
in the last quarter of any year will be
accepted for the full following year.
Memberships renewed since the fall 2010
business meeting are effective through
the 2011 calendar year. New memberships
recieved during the first three calendar
quarters will be effective for the balance
of the year. Membership dues for 2011
remain at the unbelievably low rate of $25
with free spouse or partner.
A Gift of Roads
by Kristin Ackerson
Every fall when the weather turns less
enjoyable for motorcycling I haunt my
journals for the woman who lived those
past seasons and wrote the stories I see
there. So many firsts, from the 49er Rally
in Quincy, California to a pillion ride with
a fantastic rider, to that exciting, frightening maiden solo trip come to mind when I
think about discovery. I’m also reminded

of the many gifts I’ve received from fellow
travelers that bring me closer to the joy
of exploration. In particular, a route from
the Oregon/California state line to Port
Angeles, Washington commemorates for
me that moment of solitary competence
wrapped in the inclusiveness and comeraderie of a riding community. Last spring I
promised these roads to Gary Oleson, who
often has a northwest motorcycle excursion on his mind. This holiday season the
notes I took for those roads fell out of one
of my journals. Their heartfelt gifting carries a lot of meaning for me, so that story
appears here along with the roads.
My introduction to motorcycling was
a social one. I hitchhiked to the Quincy
49er rally from the train station in Chico,
California because someone told me the
hidden crops of ganjapreneurs made hiking too risky. Many of the riders knew
my family, but I had never come close to
motorcycling or riders. Rally Saturday a
man on a K75 S took me for my very first
ride. The mountain felt entirely different aboard a rocket ship than the semi
that had dropped me off inside the rally
gate. When my son rides his Ducati push

motorcycle, he scoots his bum back, leans
over the tank, grins and says “fasssst!!!”.
His expression feels the same inside me as
that first ride. I had met my people.
When I had mastered some technical riding skills, I thought exploration
tasted best when I was alone. For company, I preferred sipping vintages of
perfectly paired local’s wisdom. 1997
marked my second riding season and my
first solo trip. I wound my way around
Washington and Oregon, pioneering
great motorcycle roads such as Highway
2 west of Concrete for my very own. In
the foothills of the Canadian Rockies
I brushed aside the gas station lady’s
warnings to ride dirt roads beside glacial
melt rivers with little wooden bridges. I
saw Bugaboo Glacier in British Columbia
because I liked the name. Bugaboo reveals
itself spectacularly and suddenly only
after hours of being lulled by a scenery
of green trees and equally green water.
The electricity of that surprise still sends
jolts of expansive pleasure into my heart.
I pushed myself and my 1985 R80 up logging roads in Montana filled with skinny
cattle, giant deer, and logging camps with

Action-figure sold separately.
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Both new and used R1200 GS Adventure models are currently available.

MOTORCYCLES

6001 Pan American West Fwy NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109-3421
(505) 884-0066
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lumberjacks toting axes carved into the
corner posts of their cabins. I see my line
through rutted switchbacks when I close
my eyes. I looked over my shoulder at
a diner one afternoon to spy an outlaw
guy from Victoria. He said “you’re a long
way from home, little girl” and returned
to his food without waiting for or wanting my response. The young woman I
was wonders, was I caught or freed by
his witnessing? My throat tightens with
ambivalence. That trip inspired my love
of riding alone.
The season before I left the northwest
for Albuquerque, I visited the man who
gave me my first pillion ride. He coughed
in that frightening way emphysema has
of pulling at your own lungs. The orange
smoke K bike now sat closeted in its shed.
But he welcomed me into his Oregon
banana belt home on my return from a
solo trip that took me from Victoria to
Michigan and back. At Mount Rushmore
on Fourth of July weekend a family of
parents and toddlers, a tribe I’d feared all
my life, shared their campsite with me.
One set of campground hosts insisted I
move my tent to their site to save a buck
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and be safer. A cop in rural Minnesota
surprised me when he let me out of a
speeding ticket with a warning. As a
bonus, he also didn’t shoot me when I
ran up to his patrol car (hands raised in
submission, of course) to ask him the best
place to eat lunch. I’d ridden Highway 2
from beginning to end for the third time
and it didn’t hold many secrets, even if
the people along the way mysteriously
tucked this strange woman on a motorcycle into small corners of their lives. My
mind had failed to properly inscribe the
road, and so I relied on kind encounters
to create some meaningful scene.
The ride from Cave Junction, Oregon
to the Port Angeles ferry revived me as
if from sleepwalking. After I packed my
bike we sat under the pines and I folded
my map for a day on the slab. He told
me this was one of those times when I
periodically reinvent myself. Then he
told me life is too short to take bad roads.
The route he then dictated to me was created by a group of riders from Canada
who spent years beating the bushes for
roads that made them smile. I had long
believed a direct route to the ferry meant
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boring roads. Wrong. Some
of the roads had no name,
only a sign indicating the
direction of the next town. I
suspect the roads with names
glorified local farmers and
landholders rather than state
politicians. The route takes you
through the streets of Malone,
Washington, a place with no
commerce, because it shares a
name with the pack leader. I
forget how many times I backtracked looking for landmarks
like a white fence, or maybe it
was white-faced cattle. I asked
myself questions like, “is that a
Y or a T or none of the above?”.
It’s the kind of route that will
probably never appear on
a AAA map or your Garmin
because its alive with the idiosyncracies of its creators. I rode
it only once, fast, and I made
the last ferry that night. Maybe
I’ll leave it there to glow in my
memory: a gift of belonging.
Suit up a rider, put her or
him on a packed motorcycle,
and you’ve got an explorer.
None of us truly rides alone,
though motorcycling lore suggests a puzzling duality of
lone wolf and pack animal. I
think reality must be more
complex than that when I
watch our toddler navigate
the tension between solitary
discovery and familial solidarity. With the rubber band
nature of his discoveries,
I’m reminded of the history
that seems to exist for me
between the being of riding
and belonging. My husband
Dave describes what I think
of as “being” as “unspooling”, where the road becomes
at once a metaphor and a tool
for focused engagement with
the present. Belonging, I’m
learning, requires only that I
remember to invite as many
perspectives into my ride as
I’m able. Oh, and that I try
to ride only the good roads. I
hope these roads become part
of the good.
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Write!
Send in your stories,
opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish
anything! Send your
contributions to:
David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM
87122
(505) 265-9202
david@wujiart.us
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PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM 87199-2095
Land of Enchantment BMW Riders

T he re a r v ie w

Where’s Marcelo? When one of the most abundant ride posters at
our website disappears for a couple of months people start to wonder.
Well, wonder no more, and check out these pictures from the Tail of
the Dragon in October.

